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3D measurements in vibration-prone environments
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Abstract—This paper presents a range extension concept
for a high-precision robotic inline 3D measurement system. A
scanning confocal chromatic sensor (SCCS) is integrated with a
magnetically levitated and actuated measurement platform for
the acquisition of 3D images with sub-micrometer resolution,
enabled by means of active sample-tracking to compensate for
relative motion between the SCCS and the sample. Based on
an intermediate range extension approach, the lateral scan area
is pre-extended to enable a robotic repositioning of the 3D
measurement module, ensuring sufficient overlap regions between
the individual 3D image frames. Experimental results show that
the proposed concept extends the 3D measurement modules’
measurement range by about 80% of the lateral scan area
within an acquisition time of about 90 s. Range-extended 3D
measurements directly in a vibration-prone environment reveal
that 97% of disturbing relative motion between the SCCS and the
sample are compensated by the active sample-tracking approach.
In this way, lab-like conditions for the SCCS are established
directly in an industrial production line and, improving the
measurement error by three orders of magnitude down to several
tens of nanometers.

Index Terms—Mechatronics, process control measurements,
robotics, acquisition systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

The demand for precision, throughput and quality assurance
in the industrial high-tech manufacturing sector is steadily
increasing [1]. Flexible and precise inline measurements of
industrially produced goods are crucial for enabling the de-
manded 100% quality control [2], [3]. Product quality mea-
surements directly in a production line further allow realtime
optimization of production parameter settings, enhancing the
overall throughput as well as the production yield [4], [5].

Precise 3D measurements are considered as a key tech-
nology, because surface properties, such as topography and
roughness, frequently serve as quality indicators in the semi-
conductor, automotive and consumer electronics sector [6]–[9].
By employing industrial robots, the desired flexible alignment
of a 3D measurement tool (MT) at arbitrary measurement
locations on a freeform surface [10] as well as the extension of
its measurement range [11] can be enabled. However, robots
themselves are not suitable for 3D surface measurements
with single- or even sub-micrometer resolution [12] as the
positioning accuracy of modern industrial robots is in the
range of several tens of micrometers [13]. Current robotic 3D
measurement systems achieve resolutions down to 50 µm [14],
[15].
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Moreover, environmental vibrations, such as present in an
industrial production line, are considered as a major challenge.
By causing relative motion between the MT and the sam-
ple surface, 3D measurements are corrupted due to motion
blur [16]. Therefore, precision 3D measurements are typically
conducted in a vibration-free lab environment, making a 100%
quality control of goods with structural sizes in the single-
micrometer range usually impossible without impairing the
throughput.

Active sample-tracking is an appropriate concept for com-
pensating disturbing relative motion between tool and sam-
ple, establishing local lab-like conditions during the high-
precision 3D measurement [17], [18]. Recently, a robotic inline
measurement system for precise 3D surface inspection on
freeforms in vibrational environments has been reported [19].
By means of active sample-tracking, the integrated MAGLEV
measurement platform (MP) maintains a constant position
between the embedded compact and lightweight scanning con-
focal chromatic sensor (SCCS) [20] and the sample surface.
In this configuration, the lateral measurement range of the
SCCS (350×250 µm2) represents a limitation for applications
requiring 3D measurements of samples with larger lateral
dimensions, such as microlens arrays [21] or stacked IC
devices [22]. Using the robot for repositioning the SCCS and
acquiring multiple overlapping 3D images [23], which are
combined by image registration techniques [24], [25], appears
as a viable approach. As the lateral measurement range of the
SCCS is comparably small in relation to the positioning uncer-
tainty of the robot, a purely robotic repositioning may cause
insufficient overlap region between adjacent 3D measurements
and a decreased registration performance.

The contribution of this paper is the integration of a two-
step position control approach for repositioning a robot, in
order to significantly extend the system’s measurement range
for operation in a vibration-prone environment.

This paper in an extension of our previous work, which fo-
cused mainly on an intermediate range extension concept [26],
in which the scan area is enlarged to 500 × 500 µm2 by
using the MP to reposition the SCCS. However, this concept
limits the system operation to a static robot position, which
may be insufficient for samples with larger lateral dimensions.
To further extend the system’s lateral measurement range, a
robotic repositioning approach is combined with a subsequent
registering of several intermediate range-extended 3D mea-
surements acquired in adjacent robot positions, described in
detail in Section III. In Section IV, the system performance is
evaluated in a vibration-prone environment, while Section V
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concludes the paper.

II. MEASUREMENT MODULE FOR ROBOTIC APPLICATIONS

The system concept for precise robot-based inline 3D
measurements on freeform surfaces within vibration-prone
environments is illustrated in Fig.1. Acting as a robot end-
effector, the measurement module comprises a SCCS as high-
precision 3D MT mounted on a MAGLEV MP, with tracking
sensors measuring the position of the SCCS relative to the
sample surface to be inspected. Independent on the actual
robot pose, a constant alignment of the MT to the sample
surface is maintained by means of an integrated feedback
control. The resulting contactless stiff link between SCCS
and sample surface actively compensates for relative motion
and establishes lab-like conditions for the 3D MT directly in
vibrational environments.
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Fig. 1: System concept of robotic inline precision 3D mea-
surements on freeform surfaces. a) By maintaining a constant
alignment ze between the SCCS and the sample surface,
disturbing vibrations zS are actively compensated. b) In the
internal position signal zi, the tracking motion is visible,
compensating the sample vibrations zS .

Considering the concept in Fig. 1, Fig. 2 shows the imple-
mented measurement system prototype with an active sample-
tracking MP [19]. An industrial robot arm (KR 10 R900-2,
KUKA AG, Augsburg, Germany) is used to coarsely align
the measurement system to an arbitrary location on a sample
surface. With consideration of the targeted large-scale preci-
sion 3D measurements, a precise repositioning of the industrial
robot to adjacent measurement locations is required. However,
as the lateral measurement range of the SCCS (350×250 µm2)
is comparably small in relation to the positioning uncertainty
of the robot, it may cause insufficient overlap regions be-
tween the individual image frames. Therefore, an intermediate
range extension concept using the MP for repositioning has

been proposed, enlarging the measurement range to about
500× 500 µm2 in a static robot position [26].

Fig. 2: Robotic inline measurement system for precise 3D
surface inspection in vibrational environments. The vibration-
compensating measurement module, with the SCCS as 3D MT
on the MP, is mounted on an industrial robot arm.

A. Scanning confocal chromatic sensor

In order to achieve the targeted precision 3D measurements,
the lightweight SCCS in Fig. 3 has been developed as a
3D MT [20]. Having a compact size of 75 × 63 × 55mm3,
the SCCS is tailored for integration onto the MAGLEV MP.
By manipulating the optical path of a high precision 1D
confocal chromatic sensor (CCS) with a high performance fast
steering mirror (FSM) [27], the measuring light spot is scanned
across the sample surface to be inspected. A multi-input-multi-
output (MIMO) H∞ controller is implemented to achieve
high performance motion control of the two FSM axes. An
efficient and dense scanning motion is achieved by applying
Lissajous trajectories to the FSM axes. Using a data-driven
image reconstruction procedure, the FSM deflection angles
and the correspondingly measured distances are combined to
obtain an accurate 3D surface measurement. The measurement
volume of about 350 × 250 × 1800 µm3 can be imaged with
frame rates of up to 1 fps. High resolution scans can be
performed with a lateral and axial resolution of down to 2.5 µm
and 76 nm, respectively. A detailed discussion on the SCCS’
system design as well as an experimental validation of the
achieved performance can be found in [20].

B. Module for active sample-tracking

Being a core component of the entire measurement sys-
tem, the integrated tracking module comprises a MAGLEV
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Fig. 3: Compact SCCS for precision 3D measurements. Using
a high performance FSM, the light spot of the CCS is
precisely scanned across the sample surface for acquiring the
topography.

MP [19]. Eight identical voice coil actuators (VCAs) are
placed around the MP, yielding a balanced system design
and enabling operation in arbitrary orientations [28]. The MP
is freely floating and actuated within the air gaps of the
VCAs. As internal position sensor (IPS) system, six capaci-
tive displacement sensors (CSH05, Micro-Epsilon, Ortenburg,
Germany) are used to measure the MP’s position relative to
the supporting frame. Each sensor shows a measurement range
of 500 µm with a constant gain of 50 µmV−1.

The measured internal position is used in feedback con-
trol to maintain a free-floating position with respect to the
supporting frame (stabilization mode) when repositioning the
robot. Additionally, three capacitive tracking sensors (TSs)
of the same type as the IPSs are included, measuring the
MP’s out-of-plane position relative to a sample surface. Thus,
the system is capable of actively tracking a sample surface
in the out-of-plane degrees of freedom (DoFs), while being
stabilized in-plane. As a high tracking performance of the
MP is desired, 600Hz proportional-integral-derivative (PID)
position controllers are designed and implemented to individ-
ually control each DoF. The MP can be positioned with a
positioning uncertainty of 17 nm rms either to its supporting
frame or a sample surface.

III. RANGE EXTENSION CONCEPT

The SCCS’ lateral measurement range (350 × 250 µm2)
is limited by the maximum deflection of the FSM and the
axial measurement range of the CCS [20], which may not be
sufficient for some sample surfaces. To ensure a robust 3D
image registration when moving the robot arm to enlarge the
SCCS’ lateral measurement range, the scan area is desired
to be a factor of 10 higher than the positioning uncertainty
of an industrial robot, being typically about 50 µm [13]. In
a first step towards the targeted precision 3D measurements
on a larger scale and to ensure sufficient overlap regions
between adjacent 3D image frames before repositioning the
robot, an intermediate range extension of the SCCS’ lateral
scan area has been developed [26]. With the enlarged lateral
measurement range in a static robot position to a scan area of
500 × 500 µm2, non-overlap regions are avoided when repo-
sitioning the robot to the next measurement spot. The novel

integrated approach in Fig. 4 includes the previously proposed
intermediate range extension concept, which is broadened by
a robot repositioning to enable the targeted large-scale robotic
precision 3D measurements.

Fig. 4: Concept for robotic precision 3D measurements on
larger scale surfaces. An in advance planned measurement
trajectory is performed by the robot. After each robotic reposi-
tioning, the intermediate range extension procedure from [26]
is applied. As a result of the subsequent 3D image registration
algorithm, the targeted large-scale precision 3D measurement
is obtained.

A. Intermediate range extension

By using the MP to position the SCCS at multiple mea-
surement spots, fast and precise repositioning is enabled,
yielding an efficient intermediate range extension (see yellow
area in Fig. 4). In order to achieve a smooth and efficient
repositioning of the SCCS between the 3 × 3 measurement
locations, minimum jerk trajectories are applied to the MP’s
in-plane position control. At each measurement location, a
full-range 3D image is acquired, resulting in nine individual
3D images with a defined overlap region between the adjacent
frames. During a measurement, a constant alignment of the
SCCS relative to the sample surface is desired. Therefore, the
MP operates in tracking mode, i.e it actively tracks the sample
surface in the three out-of-plane DoFs z, ϕx and ϕy .

As position uncertainties may occur when merging the
individual 3D images using their nominal positions, a parallel
registration algorithm [25] is applied for stitching the indi-
vidual 3D measurements together. This algorithm reduces the
resulting overlap mismatch between the 3D images, yielding
precise and fast registration of the individual 3D measure-
ments. The registration is performed in an iterative manner
and takes about 300ms on a personal computer. Experimental
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results demonstrate an extension of the SCCS’ scan area by a
factor of 3 to 500× 500 µm2, while achieving a measurement
error of only 60 nm in the entire range-extended 3D measure-
ment and demonstrating the ability to successfully measure
surface defects. A detailed description of the intermediate
range extension concept can be found in [26].

B. Range-extended robotic precision 3D measurement concept

Based on the intermediate range extension concept to avoid
insufficient overlap regions, a robotic repositioning procedure
is developed to further extend the 3D measurement system’s
lateral scan area. The robot trajectory indicated in the flow
chart in Fig. 4 is planned in advance and can be adapted to
the lateral dimension of the sample under test. Depending on
the shape, complexity and surface of the sample under test,
overlap regions of varying size may be required for a robust 3D
image registration. To achieve overlap regions between 10%
and 90% of the intermediate range-extended measurement area
(500×500 µm2), the robot trajectory can therefore be adapted
via a variable lateral repositioning between 50 µm and 450 µm
relative to the sample. Considering for example an overlap
region of 20%, equalling robotic repositioning steps of about
400 µm, three adjacent robot positions are necessary to extend
the system’s measurement range to the single-millimeter scale.
In each robot position, an intermediate range-extended 3D
image is acquired and stored together with the robot position
measured by the robot’s internal encoders.

Similar to the MP-based SCCS repositioning [26], using
only the robot position to register the sub-measurements would
cause a residual uncertainty of the individual intermediate
range extended measurements in the global image frame.
Therefore, a registration and 3D image processing procedure
is applied subsequently to the intermediate range-extended
3D image acquisition with the robotic measurement trajectory
being finished. The used registration algorithm [29] minimizes
the metric

Mg(A) =
∑

i,k

Mik(ai, ak) (1)

for the entire overlap mismatch between the intermediate
range-extended measurements in a parallel registration man-
ner. In this relation, Mik(ai, ak) denotes the metric for the
overlap mismatch between segment i and k, which are trans-
formed by the registering parameters ai ∈ R6 and ak ∈ R6,
respectively. The registering parameters for an intermedi-
ate range-extended measurement are a set of 6 parameters,
which define a rigid-body transformation. In addition to the
minimization of Eq. 1, the algorithm incorporates a priori
information about the registering parameters, which further
improves the registration performance [29].

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF THE
RANGE-EXTENDED 3D IMAGING PERFORMANCE

The proposed concept for extending the 3D imaging range
of the SCCS from Section III is experimentally validated using
a silicon step height standard (Nanuler Calibration Standard,
Applied NanoStructures Inc., Mountain view, CA, USA) with
a nominal structural height of 5.81 µm. In Fig. 5, a microscope

image of the first two letters of the manufacturer’s logo is
shown, which is selected as test structure. As can be clearly
seen, a surface defect is located on the bottom-right of the first
letter ”N”, which may be a scratch.

Considering the concept discussed in Section III, the dashed
red (IM1) and green area (IM2) indicate the two intermediate
range-extended 3D measurement areas at two adjacent robotic
measurement locations. In this relation, the robot trajectory
consists of a single 3D measurement module repositioning
step, which, however, can be simply adapted to different
samples. Note that the shape of each intermediate range-
extended 3D measurement is caused by the MP-based SCCS
positioning at 3 × 3 measurement spots and the rhomboidal
shape of its lateral measurement area. Each individual 3D
measurement is performed by applying driving frequencies of
5.7Hz and 4.3Hz to the tip and tilt axis of the FSM, yielding
a dense Lissajous scan pattern, high lateral resolution and a
measurement time of T = 10 s [20]. For the sample surface
shown in Fig. 5, an overlap region of about 20% is selected,
which is sufficient for a robust 3D image registration of IM1

and IM2.

Fig. 5: Microscope image of the test structure with the two
measurement locations IM1 and IM2. The sample comprises
the letters ”NA” with a structural height of 5.81 µm and a
surface defect. An overlap region of about 20% is indicated
by the dark area.

A. Intermediate range extension in vibrational environment

In a first step, the system performance of the intermediate
range extension concept [26] is evaluated in a vibrational en-
vironment. To emulate the desired industrial-like environment,
a 1-DoF shaker is used as disturbance generator [19]. Accord-
ing to the vibration criteria presented in [30], environmental
vibrations have significant components in the frequency range
between 4 and 80Hz. In this relation, the sample is mounted
on the 1-DoF shaker, to which a randomized signal according
to the VC-A norm [30] is applied, resulting in a 7.8 µm rms
disturbance motion in DoF z.

Using the industrial robot, the 3D measurement module is
aligned to the sample surface on the shaker. The time signal
of the relative motion between the SCCS and the sample
surface is represented by the positioning error e of DoF z
in red in Fig. 6 for disabled sample-tracking. Repeating the
measurement with active sample-tracking, a residual error
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of only 228 nm rms is obtained (black). Thus, the feedback
control-induced stiff link between the SCCS and the sample
surface is capable of attenuating 97% of the vibration-induced
relative motion in DoF z.

Fig. 6: Active sample-tracking performance in DoF z. The rel-
ative motion of 7.8 µm rms induced by the shaker is indicated
in red (disabled tracking control). By enabling the tracking
control (black), a residual error of 228 nm rms is achieved.

Using the proposed MP-based intermediate range extension
concept [26], a reference measurement of the letter ”A” (IM2

in Fig. 5) is performed in static lab conditions with the shaker
turned off and the 3D measurement module in tracking mode.
The results related to this experiment are shown in Fig. 7a.
The acquisition time of the 3×3 individual 3D images is about
9T = 90 s as the time for the fast MP repositioning (50ms)
is neglectable. Sufficient overlap regions between the 3 × 3
individual 3D image frames are ensured, resulting in a robust
image registration, performed in only 300ms on a personal
computer. By turning off the sample-tracking and applying
the vibrations to the sample, motion blur appears in the in-
termediate range-extended 3D measurement (Fig. 7b), making
the sample’s surface structure hardly visible and impeding a
robust 3D image registration. Repeating the measurement with
active sample-tracking, the relative motion between SCCS and
sample is compensated and surface structure of in the targeted
scan area IM2 in Fig. 7c is clearly visible.

Next, the dashed red cross sections at x = 250 µm in
Fig. 7a - 7c are analyzed in Fig. 7d. In case of disabled tracking
control, the vibration-induced relative motion causes an incor-
rectly measured sample height of 15.4 µm (red), equivalent to
a measurement error of 9.59 µm. For enabled sample-tracking
(solid black), the obtained cross section is similar to the one in
the reference measurement (dashed black). A structural height
of 5.82 µm is measured, equalling a measurement error of only
10 nm is achieved (see Fig. 5). Compared to the incorrectly
measured structural height with disabled tracking control, the
intermediate range-extended 3D measurement uncertainty is
reduced by a factor of 9.59 µm

10 nm = 959.

B. Range-extended robotic precision 3D measurements

Finally, the robotic range extension concept in Fig. 4 is
evaluated under lab conditions and in a vibration-prone envi-
ronment. With consideration of the chosen sample in Fig. 5,
two individual intermediate range extended 3D measurements
IM1 and IM2 are required. Therefore, the 3D measurement
system is positioned in its initial robotic position (RP1) and

an intermediate range-extended measurement of the scan area
IM1 is performed. Next, the robot is repositioned with respect
to the sample (RP2) by applying a position step of 400 µm
in the lateral DoF x, resulting in an overlap region of about
20% of the intermediate range extended lateral scan area
(500 × 500 µm2). After performing the intermediate range-
extended 3D image of the second scan area IM2, the robot
trajectory is finished (see Fig. 4) and the tailored 3D image
registration algorithm [29] is applied. The entire acquisition
time of this range-extended measurement is about 2 · 90 s,
which is the time for acquiring IM1 and IM2, as the
image processing and registration time is about two orders of
magnitude smaller and therefore neglectable. Thus, a robotic
measurement range extension by about 80% of the lateral scan
area (500× 500 µm2) is performed within 90 s.

In Fig. 8a, the range-extended 3D measurement under lab
conditions is shown. As can be seen, the robotic 3D mea-
surement module’s lateral measurement range is successfully
extended to the targeted scan area indicated in Fig. 5, with
the surface defect on the bottom-right of the letter ”N” clearly
visible. Repeating the robotic measurement procedure with
disturbances applied to sample and enabled tracking control,
the 3D image in Fig. 8b results. Again, the defect is visible,
highlighting the system’s capability to detect surface defects
within a vibration-prone environment. By analyzing the red
cross section of Fig. 8a and 8b in Fig. 8c, a similar result
can be seen with a measured structural height of 5.78 µm,
equalling a measurement error of 30 nm.

In summary, the proposed concept successfully enlarges
the robotic 3D measurement system’s lateral measurement
range, while the active sample-tracking MP establishes lab-like
conditions for the SCCS by compensating 97% of disturbing
vibrations, which improves the 3D measurement error by three
orders of magnitude down to several tens of nanometers.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a range extension concept for a precise robotic
inline 3D measurement system is presented. The 3D MT is
mounted to a MAGLEV MP, which is capable of actively
tracking a sample surface in the out-of-plane DoFs. As the
SCCS’ lateral scan area is relatively small compared to the
position uncertainty of an industrial robot, a purely robot-based
measurement range extension may cause insufficient overlap
regions between the individual 3D measurements. Therefore,
the MP is used to precisely position the 3D MT at multi-
ple measurement locations, enabling an efficient intermediate
range extension of the SCCS’ lateral scan area. In this way,
the lateral scan area is sufficiently enlarged to enable a robotic
repositioning of the 3D measurement module, avoiding insuf-
ficient overlap regions between adjacent intermediate range-
extended 3D measurements. The proposed concept extends the
3D measurement modules’ measurement range by about 80%
of the lateral scan area (500×500 µm2) within a time of about
90 s. Experimental results in a vibration-prone environment
show that 97% of disturbing relative motion between the SCCS
and the sample are compensated by the active sample-tracking
control, establishing the desired lab-like conditions for the
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(a) Lab environment. (b) Tracking off. (c) Tracking on. (d) Cross section at x = 250 µm.

Fig. 7: Intermediate range-extended precision 3D measurement of IM2 (see Fig. 5). a) shows the reference 3D measurement
under lab conditions. With disabled tracking control in b), the vibration-induced relative motion causes motion blur in the 3D
measurement. In c), the intermediate range-extended 3D measurement result for enabled sample-tracking is shown. The surface
structure is clearly visible. In d), the cross sections (dashed red) at x = 250 µm of a)-c) are analyzed. For disabled tracking
control, the applied vibrations cause an incorrect sample height of 15.4 µm (red). By enabling the active sample-tracking (solid
black), a similar cross section as for the reference measurement (dashed black) is obtained with a measured sample height of
5.82 µm.

(a) Lab conditions. (b) Vibration-prone environment. (c) Cross section at x = 250 µm.

Fig. 8: Precise robotic range-extended 3D measurements. In a), a reference measurement of the sample with the targeted scan
area indicated in Fig. 5 is shown. RP1 and RP2 indicate the two robotic positions in which the two intermediate range-
extended measurements IM1 and IM2 are performed. The surface defect on the bottom-right of the letter ”N” is clearly
visible. The range-extended 3D measurement with active sample-tracking in a vibration-prone environment is shown in b),
with the surface defect again being visible. c) compares the cross sections of a) and b) indicated in dashed red. A very similar
structure and a height of 5.78 µm is measured in both the lab and vibrational environment.

SCCS. Comparing the range-extended 3D measurement per-
formance achieved by active sample-tracking with the motion
blur-corrupted result obtained with disabled tracking control,
the measurement uncertainty is reduced by three orders of
magnitude. Moreover, while achieving a measurement error of
only several tens of nanometers in the entire range-extended
3D measurement, the system’s ability to detect surface defects
under vibration-prone conditions is demonstrated.
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